Extended special work arrangements
Notification from the Emergency Response Unit (ERU) (113)

In view of the latest development of the pandemic and after fully considering all the safety issues and overall operations, the University has decided to extend the special work arrangements until 13 September.

At the same time when we greet new and current students in the new semester, we would like to take this opportunity to send warm regards to our alumni. For more information about the latest arrangements for alumni to visit campus, please refer to the special notice on the website of the Alumni Relations Office.

The academic year 2020/21 began on 31 August and while teaching is conducted online at the moment, we are closely monitoring the situation and will consider the possibility of resuming face-to-face teaching when the conditions are safe to do so. We will keep the CityU community updated about the latest arrangements. Meanwhile, department heads are advised to refer to the Facilities Management Office website for making appropriate arrangements in the new semester.

Despite the volatility of the pandemic, we urge everyone to work together to overcome the challenges. The University will continue to pay close attention to the pandemic developments, take all necessary steps and handle the situation carefully.

For the benefit of both you and those around you, we once again advise staff and students to maintain good personal hygiene and social distancing, no matter whether you are working from home or on campus.

We hope you and your loved ones remain safe and healthy!

CityU hotlines:
- 24-hour emergency : 3442 8888
- Technical support for online teaching and learning:
  - Staff: 3442 8340
  - Students: 3442 6488
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